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…to provide a natural language interface for data.

Some background on Seek
Founded and led by data professionals and AI researchers…
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Some background on Seek

C O N V I C T I O N$7.5m raised from

Customers range from startups to the Fortune 100

Born and raised in NYC

World-class AI talent from



Why ChatGPT Struck a Nerve



Why Natural Language Processing?
Slides from Stanford CS224n, circa 2019



Before Deep Learning
Example: Google Translate (Statistical Machine Translation)



Deep Learning’s Impact
Example: Google switches to Neural Machine Translation (2016)



The Natural Language Interface for Data
Many iterations over the years (below is from SQL Server 1996)



Improvements in AI Code Generation

2021-03 2021-06 2021-08

21.4% 27.7%

72.3%

State-of-the-Art
Accuracy

(HumanEval dataset)

2020-05

0% 

Code generation accuracy went from 0% to 72% between 

2020 and 2021 alone



Data’s Leaky ROI Problem

“Hey data team, sorry to 
bug you again, but can 
you pull these stats on 
customers we want to 
prevent from churning?”

Manual Workflow

Pulling data

Opening ticket

Generating results

One month later…

“Thanks, but most of these customers already churned.”



The Seek workflowTM



The Seek workflowTM

…powered by 
generative AI for 
data querying



Case Study: unlocking ROI on data

"Without the right data, retailers of CPG products are 
missing out on billions of dollars of GMV that they are 
capable of shipping. Seek allows our CPG customers to 
unlock this GMV." –CPO, Mid-Stage SaaS Company

With Seek…
…questions are answered 75% faster

…thousands of questions get asked

…time waiting goes down from 2 weeks to same-day



What are the limitations of an NLID?

Wisdom
Problem Q&A with one 

solution

“Should we build a brick 
and mortar store in 

Montreal?”

→ Argument of yes or no 
supported by data

Answers
Data Q&A

“How many 
transactions did 

we have in 
Montreal?”

→ Data

Knowledge
Problem Q&A with 
multiple solutions

“Should we build a brick 
and mortar store in 

Montreal?”

→ Analysis of pros/cons 
supported by data

We are here



Challenges
Querying databases can involve a lot of complex code



Challenges
How do you know you can trust the output?



The workflow of the future

“History and 
frequency?”

“Last 3 months, and 
daily.”
“Now project 3 months 
into the future.” “Apply smoothing?”

“Yes.”
“Can you pull up all 
transactions from our site 
now?”

“Yes, in the same 
chart or in a new 
chart?”

“Same chart.”

     “Seek”
“Pull up our transaction 
data from Montreal”



Conclusion

Natural language interfaces for data are higher in quality than ever 
before, thanks to deep learning and, in particular, generative AI.

While challenges include handling complex questions/data and 
ensuring results are accurate, as technology advances, NLIDs will 
be able to make data more accessible than ever before.
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Please reach out!
sarah@seek.ai
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